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The chaotic obliquity of the planets
J. Laskar & P. Robutel
Astronomie et Systdmes Dynamiques, Bureau des Longitudes,TT Avenue Denfert-Rochereau, F-75014 Paris, France

Itlumerical study of the global stability of the spin-axis orientation (obliquity) of the planets against
secular olbital pedurbations shows that all of the tefiestrial planets cluld have experienced large,
chaotic variationg in obliquity at aome time in the past, The obliquity of Mars is still in a large
chaotic region, langing fiom 0o to 60o. Mercury and Venus have been stabilized by tidal dissipation,
and the Ea h may have been stabilazed by capture of the Moon. None of the obliquities of the terreskial
planets can ther6fore be considered as primordial.

Tue problem of the origin of the obliquities of the planets (that
is, the orientation of their spin axis) is important, because if the
obliquities are primordial, they could provide some dynamical
constraints on the formation of the Solar Systeml-4. We have
investigated how long-term perturbations by other planets affect
the obliquities and precession rates of all major planets of the
Solar System, and demonstrate that none of the inner planets
(Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars) can be considered to
have primordial obliquities. Any of these planets could have
started with nearly zero obliquity, in a prograde state, and the
chaotic behaviour of their obliquity could have driven them to
their current value. If their primordial spin rate was high enough,
Mercury and Venus could have undergone large and chaotic
changes of obliquity from 0o to -90o, before dissipative effects
ultimately drove them to their current obliquity. The present
obliquity of the Earth may have been reached during a chaotic
state before the capture of the Moons. The obliquity of Mars is
chaotic at present, with possible variations from 0o to *60o. The
obliquities of the outer planets are stable, but may have gone
through a similar process in an earlier stage of the Solar System's
formation.

Methods
If the motion of the Solar System were quasiperiodic, the motion
of precession could be modelled by equations (3) and (5) in
Box 1. One can then use the argument of resonance overlap6 to
suggest whether the motion of precession will become chaotic,
or will stay regular. This can be done for the outer planets, but
to obtain more accurate results, we integrated directly the full
equations of precession (equations (3) and (4)), and did a
frequency analysis (Box 2) of the precession solution. As the
dynamical el l ipt ici ty (C - A)/C is proport ionalT to v2, the pre-

FlG. 1 Fundamental planes for the definition of precession. Eg, and Ec, are
the mean equator and ecliptic at time t Eco is the fixed ecliptic at Julian
date 2000, with equinox 7o. The general precession in longitude ry' is defined
by ,y':A -O. y'o is defined by y'oN:yoN:O; i* is the inclination.
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cession constant a is proportional to the spin rate of the planet
z. For a given value of a, we numerically integrated the pre-
cession equations, for all values of the initial obliquity, in steps
of 0.1'. These integrations use the orbital solution La90 (ref. 8)
as an input and are, in general, done over 18 Myr with a step
size of -200 yr. We then used frequency analysis to obtain a
frequency curve whose regularity tells us about the regularity
of the precession and obliquity. We also recorded the maximum
and minimum value reached by the obliquity during these
integrations (Figs 3, 4).

The primordial spin rates of Mercury, Venus and the Earth
are not known precisely; so for these planets, we did the above
analysis for a wide range of a to obtain a general view of how
the obliquity changed with time (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5, regular motion
is represented by small dots, while the chaotic zones are larger
black points. The chaotic zones would be even larger if we took
into account the chaotic diffusion of the orbital solution over
timescales of a billion yQars8.

Past and present obliquities
Mercury. Mercury's present spin is very low, and apparently
trapped in a (2:3) spin-orbit resonance. Most probably, the
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FlG. 2 Fourier spectrum (with Hanning fi lter) of the planetary forcing term
in inclination A(t) + iB(t). The logarithm of the amptitude of the Fourier
coefficients is plotted against the frequency (" yr-1).
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primordiai spin rate of Mercury was much higher and was

slowed down by solar t ides. Extrapolat ing the apparent correla-

t ion of angular momentum with mass',  the primordial rotat ion
period of Mercury is found to be 19 h (ref.  10), indicating a

precession frequency of - l27" yr t .  Tidal dissipation and core-

mantle interaci ions wil l  cause ihit  f tequency to decreasett ' t t ' t ' .

For a rotat ion period smaller than 100 h, there st i l l  exists some

regular motion for small  obl iquit ies., but when the spin rate of

the planet decreases, for a :20" yr- ' ,  the obl iquity enters a very

large chaot ic zone, extending from 0o to -100" (Figs 3,54).

During this period, and unti l  t idal dissipation ult imately drives

Mercury into its present state, the orientation of Mercury under-
goes very large and chaotic changes from 0o to 100" within a

i.* mil i ion years. For example, for a :  10" yr-t  (Fig'  3),

the obliquity varies from 0 to more than 90" within a few

mil l ion years for any value of the init ial  obl iquity within this

range.
Provided i ts primordial rotat ion period was smaller than 300 h

(Fig. 5), Mercury must therefore have suffered large-scale

chaotic behaviour during i ts history. At some point i ts orienta-

tion must have been very different from at present (with the
pole facing the Sun) and this could have left  some traces on

the planet.

Venus. The orientat ion of the pole of Venus (178') is one of

the puzzl ing features of the Solar Systeml'r3'1o. Dissipative effects
of core-mantle interactions and atmospheric t ides can account

for some change in spin orientat ion, but apparently only from

90' to the present valuel3'ta. I t  is thus general ly assumed that

the retrograde rotat ion of Venus is primordial,  which is one of

the arguments support ing the stochastic acretion mechanism for

the terrestr ial planets3'4.
As for Mercury, we investigated the global dynamics of the

precession and obl iquity of Venus using frequency analysis.
According to Goldreichto, the primordial rotat ion period of

Venus *ui -13 h, which gives a precession constant of 31" yr- l .

We started our investigation with a frequency constant of

40" yr-1, which reveals a regular behaviour for small  obl iquit ies,

and then a large chaotic region from 50'to 90'.  Tidal dissipation

due to the Sun wil l  decrease the planet 's rotat ion speed, and

consequently i ts precession constant. When the precession con-

stant reaches 20"yr t ,  corresponding to a per iod of  -20h, the

chaot ic zone extends from 0o to near ly 90" (Fig.3).  In Fig.3,

we can see several well  defined chaotic zones, but the frequency
analysis shows that no invariant surface bounds the motion, so

the orbits can di l luse in a few mil l ion years from 0' to nearly

90'.  As the precession frequency continues to decrease, the shape

BOX 1 Precession and obliquitY

Let A = B < C be the principal moments of inertia of a planet. we assume

that the axis of rotation of the planet is also its axis of maximum

momentum of inert ia C The spin angular momentum is H:HH, wi th H a

unit vector, and H = Km9l2 v: Cy, where K is a coefficient depending on

the internal structure of the planel(K:2/5 for an homogeneous sphere),

/? its equatorial radius, rn its mass, and y its spin rate. Let ? be the unit

vector in the direction of the sun, and r the distance to the sun. The

torque exerted by the Sun, l imited to first order in {t/r,is

*{ i*n (1)

where / is the matrix of inertia23'2o, G the gravitational constant, and M

the solar mass. The precession motion of the planet is given by dH/d t = l.

By averaging over the time (and thus over the mean anomaly), we obtain

the equations of precession; that is, the secular motion of the spin axis

of the olanet

dHrl i=a(1 -e2\-3/2(A.2)xx? Q)
dr

where 2 is tne unit vector in the direction of orbital angular momentum,

e the eccentricity, and where

o:3G!l  
c *  n

2a"v C

with a the semi-major axis of the planet, will be called the precession

constant. Let E"o be the orbital plane at the origin of time with equinox

1'.o, E"t the orbital plane at time t, with equinox y (Fig. 1), and N the

inlersection of E"o and 8",. The precession in longitude is 4':,1 - O. where

O = yoN is the longitude of the node, and A:7N. We also let 7[ be the

point on F", such that 7iN:o. The coordinates of H in the reference

frame E", with origin y6 are (sin ry' sin s, cos r, sin e, cos r), where s is

the obliquity (the angle between the Equator (€o,) and orbital plane (F",)

at time t). After some calculus, and using the action variable x:cos e

and the notat ions P = s in ( l* /2)  s in (O),  q:  s in ( i  * /2)  cos (O) where i  *  is

the inclination of 8", with respect to E"o, we obtain the equations of

precession

d{t

dr

which are related to the hamiltonian

g(u, a, t)=9(t - e(i l Iae'2 x2
2

+' / t -  x ' te( t )s in , i ,  +8(t)cos r / )

with

A(t) :2@ + p\qp -  Pi l \ / ' [ r -  P'-  q '

B\ t l :2(  p -  q(qp pqD/, [7 -  p '  4

C(t)=(qi  -  pq)

The expression A(t)+18(t)  and the eccentr ic i ty e(t)  descr ibe the orbi ta l

motion of the planet and will be given by the LagO solution of Laskars.

As the orbital motion of the planets, and especially of the inner planets,

is chaot ic818 25 27 
,  a quasiper iodic approximat ion of  A(t)  + l8( f  )  is  not  wel l

suited for obtaining an accurate solution over a few mill ion ye?rs. This is

reflected in the f i ltered Fourier spectrum of A(t) + i8( t) for the inner planets

(Fig. 2) where only the main peaks can be identified as combinations of

the planetary secular fundamental frequencies. A quasiperiodic approxima-

t ion of  A(t)+18(t)  of  the form

N

,q( t )  + a( t )  :  I  an u;(r ; t+d"t
k- l

can stil l be used when looking at the outer planets or, more important,

for a qualitative understanding of the behaviour of the solution. With this

approximat ion.  the hamil tonian reads

u : !0_ e( r)2) t tz yz *  i l  *  yz
2

xI cusin(zr. f  +Q+6) (5)

which is the hamiltonian of an oscil lator of frequency aX, perturbed by a

quasiperiodic external oscil lation with several frequencies z*, Resonance

wifl occur when ry' =aX:a cos s rs equal to the opposite (-v") of one

of the frequencies zr. When limited to a single periodic term, and with

e(t):Cte, this hamiltonian is integrable and is often referred to as

Colombo's top28. lts equilibrium points are then called Cassini states2s.

But in the present case, e(t) and A(t) + l8(t) take into account the secular
perturbations of the whole Solar System, modelled as a system with 15

degrees of freedom, and this hamiltonian has 1+15 degrees of freedom.

Its sotutions evolve in a phase space of drmension 2 +30 (2 accounts for

the rr. X variables). In fact, the orbital solution La9O is not coupled with

the orecession variables, and will thus never change. The hamiltonian is

thus considered to depend on time, but in a nonperiodic way. Traditional

tools, such as the Poincar6 surface of sections, cannot be used for the

analysis of its dynamics, and we will rely on Laskar's method of frequency

analvsiss30'31 (Box 2).

d7(dXa7(
o4torAX

(3)

(4)
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of the chaotic region changes (Fig. 5). Ifthe obliquity of Venus it much. Wardrs showed that the planetary secular perturbations
reaches -90', it could become stabilized around that value and cause the obliquity of MaN, unlike that of the Earth, to sufter
evade the chaotic zone. Dissipative eftects could then, as the large variations of 110" around its mean value 25". The pre-
planet rotation continues to slow down, drive the spin axis cesiion constant of Ma$16J7 (8.26'yr t) is close to some secular
tourards its present value of 178". Therefore the rehograd€ frcqucncies of the planet, and the question of resonance has
rotation of Venus may not be primordial. If the orientation been raised several timesrs'r?. Without knowtedge ofthe precise
underwent large-scale chaotic behaviour during its history, the initial conditions, no definite conclusion has been drawn.
pole of Venus could have faced the Sun for extended periods, H€re we inv€stigate the p.oblem in a difierent manner, by
possibly causing strong changes in the climate and atmospheric looking at its global dynamics. First we did the frequercy
circulation. analysis of the obliquity of Mars over 45 Myr. We found a large
Mars, The analysis for Mars is more dilect, as its rotation speed chaotic zone ranging from -0' to 60'. In Fig. 4a and 4 the
can be considered as primordial. Mars is far from th€ Sun and motion looks regular for small values of the initial obliquity.
has no large satellite whose tidal interactions could have slowed But the motion ofthe inner planets is chaotic3'r3, and the phases

of the planetary sccular terms are lost after -100 Myr, We can

Mercury (u,=10" yr-r) \,^^,,^ ,'-_,)^,,.,.-1\ thus study the problem independently of the phases. The results
v'"ur \u-4w v' in Fig. 4c, d were calculated with a small change of the initial

50 100 0 50 100
eo (degrees) €o (degrees)

FlG. 3 Frequency analysis of the obliquity over 18 Myr for Mercury (a b)
with o :!O" yr-t (rotation period -255 h) and Venus (C d) with a:2O" y(-7
(rotation period -20 h). The precession frequency is plotted against the
initial obliquity. The regularity of the frequency curve shows the regularity
of the motion. For Mercury, the chaotic zone extends from 0'to 100", and
from 0o to nearly 90'for Venus. The maximum, mean and minimum values
of the obliquity reached over 18 Myr are shown in b and d.
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WX 2 Frcquency analysig
The numerical analysis of the fundamental frequencies follows the
method of ref. 8. In that case, frequency analysis showed that for tfre
inner planets (Mercury to Mars) the chaotic zone is relatively large,
whereas for the outer planets (Jupiter to Nepture) this zone is much
smaller. More generally, the method outlirred here can be applied to
study the stability of the solutions of a conservative dynamical system,
and is based on a refined numerical search for a quasiperiodic approxi-
mation of its solutions over a finite time span8s31. tt f(t) is a function
with values in the complex domain obtair€d numerically over a finite
time span I-f,f|, the frequency analysis algorithm will consist of a
search for a quasiperiodic approximation for f(t)with a finite number
of periodic terms of the form

N

T
k-1

(f(t),e(r))= *l_,

f(t) - 8p elnxt

The frequencies o,, and complex amplitudes ak are found by iteration.
To determine the first frequency 01, one searches for the maximum
anplitude of f(6)=(f(t),e'"'), where the scalar product of two func-
tions (f(t),g(fD is defined by

f(t)8(t)x(f)dt

and where X(f) is a weighting function, that is, a positive function with
t/27 I -r x(t) dt=1, and g the complex conjugate of g. Once the first
periodic term e-rr is found, its complex amplitude a, is obtained by
orthogonal projection, and the process is started again on the remaining
part of the function f1(t)=f(t)-a1e'"". A second analysis is made
to estimate the precision of the determination. In the case of an
integrable hamiltonian system with n &grees of freedom, the
frequency analysis of the solutions witl give their quasiperiodic
expansion and in particular will determin€ the vector (r,),:t,, of the
fundamental frequencies of the system.

lf an orbit is not regular (not quasiperiodic), in case of nearly
integrable systems, the frequerrcy analysis gives a quasiperiodic
approximation to the solution which holds only locally in time. In other
words, it will give us a frequency vector (zi(f))i for each value of 1
obtained by applying the frequency analysis algorithm over the time
span [1 f + f]. For the analysis of the precession and obliquity, we
shall only look for the precession frequency p, which is associated to
te angle and action variables ,r, X.The initial phase rlo is fixed. lf we
take some initial conditions X we can carry out the frequency analysis
for the orbits corresponding to initial conditions Wo,X) (at t:0) over
the time span [O, f]. We thus @fine the frequency map

Fri  R-R

X+F

The regularity of the precession and obliquity can be analysed very
precisely by studying tf€ regularity of the frequency map of this
problem with 1+n degrees of freedom. The distortions of the
frequency map indicate the non-existence of invariant surfaes which
may bound the obliquity variationss'3l. As these distortions increase,
they produce a complete loss of regularity of the frequency map, which
is an indication of chaotic motion31.
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FlG. 4 Frequency analysis of the obliquity of Mars over 45 Myr. In a and b,
the planetary solution is used with the present initial conditions. A large
chaotic zone is.visible, ranging from 0" to 60'. When the phase of the
planetary solution is shifted by about -3 Myr, this large chaotic zone is
even more visible (c, d). The maximum, mean and minimum values of the
obliquity reached over 45 Myr are shown in b and d.
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date of the orbital solut ion (--3 Myr relat ive to Fig.4a, b).
This should convince the reader that the chaotic zone extends
from nearly 0" to 60'. Figure 4d shows that some orbits changed
dramatical ly in less than 45 Myr.

From this, we can conclude that the obl iquity of the planet
Mars is chaotic, with possible variations ranging from nearly 0'
to -60". We also computed the Liapounov exponent of the
obliquity of Mars for the present ini t ial  condit ionsre and found
a value simi lar  to that  of  the planetr8,  - l l5 Myr.  We checked

that this value reveals the intrinsic chaotic behaviour of the
obliquity of Mars by repeating the computation with a 'regular'
value (50" yr- l)  of precession constant. Nevertheless, we con-
sider the frequency analysis as more significant, as it gives the
extent of the chaotic zone. Moreover, by giving the global picture
of the dynamics, i t  shows that small  changes in the init ial
condit ions or model wi l l  not affect this result substantial ly.

The chaotic behaviour of the orientations of Mars could have
been important in i ts evolut ion, as i ts obl iquity could have gone

20h
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40h
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20h
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FlG. 5 The zone of large-scale chaotic behaviour for the obliquity of (a)
Mercury, (b) Venus, (c) tne Earth (without the Moon), (d) Mars, for a wide
range of spin rate. The precession constant a is given on the left in
arcseconds per year, and the estimate of the corresponding rotation period
of the planet on the right, in hours. The regular solutions are represented
by small dots, while large black dots represent solutions with large-scale
chaotic behaviour. The chaotic motion is estimated by the diffusion of the
precession frequency obtained from numerical frequency analysis over
36 Myr. For each initial condition (e, a), the corresponding point is shifted
vertically proportionally to the diffusion of the orbit. In the large chaotic
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zones vis ib le here,  the chaot ic di f fusion wi l l  occur on hor izontal  l ines (a is
fixed), and the obliquity of the planet can explore horizontally all the black
zone in a few mill ion years. The extent of the chaotic zone should be even
larger when one considers diffusion over longer timescales. With the Moon,
one can consider that the present situation of the Earth can be represented
in c roughly by the point  e:23",  a:55"yr 1,  which is in the middle of  a
large zone of regular motion. Without the Moon, for a spin period ranging
from about 12 h to 48 h, the obliquity of the Earth would suffer very large
chaotic variations.
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up to 60" during its history. The obliquity of Mars cannot be
considered as primordial; the planet also could have. been for-
med with any obliquity from 0o to 60o, and been driven to its
present values only by the eftect of the secular planetary per-
turbations.
The Ealth. The equations for the precession of the Earth are
complicated by the presence of the Moon; we consider the
stability of its obliquity in the accompanying papert. The present
obliquity variations2o are only *1.3'around the mean value of
23.3", but in the absence of the Moon, the torque exerted on
the Earth would be smaller; we found, assuming a primordial
rotation of 15 h, that the obliquity of the Earth would show very
large variations in a chaotic zone ranging from nearly 0o to 85o
(ref. 5).

The value of the primordial spin rate is controversial, so we
decided to study the global stability of the obliquity for a wide
range of rotation period (Fig. 5c). For a rotation period of 8 h,
the increase of the equatorial bulge of the Earth would com-
pensate for the lack of the Moon2r, but for more generally
accepted values of its spin, ranging from 12 to 48 h, most initial
values. of obliquity lead to large-scale chaotic variations, in many
cases reaching 80-90'(Fig. 5).

For the Earth, as for the other terrestrial planets, the obliquity
cannot be considered primordial. The Earth could have been
formed in a large chaotic zone, and the capture of the Moon
would have frozen the obliquity to its current value.
The outer planets. We also analysed the global stability of the
obliquity of the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, LJranus,
Neptune). The orbital solution of these planets behaves in a
very difterent way from those for the inner planets. As the
difterent spectra of A( r) + tB( t) show (Fig. 2), they consist only
of well isolated lines. There will be no large overlap of the
different resonant terms as for the inner planets, and the sol-
utions are essentially reg.rlar. Estimates of precession constants
for the outer planets are imprecise because their structure is not
well known, but are estimated22 to be well below 5" y.-t. As we
obtain a global picture of the dynamics, we also learn how the
obliquities behave for slightly difterent values of these constants.
Practically speaking, it is difficult to destroy the stability of the
obliquities until the precession constant of these planets reaches
26" yr-r,where it will be in resonance with the secular frequency

su (ref. 8). Even then, this resonance being isolated, the motion
will show large but regular oscillations. We can thus say that,
as for the orbital motion, the obliquities of the outer planets
are essentially stable, and should be considered as primordial.

But primordial here means that the obliquities have not
changed since the Solar System was in the final state of its
formation, in a state similar to its present one (at least for the
outer planets). If it had, at some previous stage, been more
massive than now, similar instabilities as for the inner planets
could have occurred, which may have driven the obliquities of
the outer planets to their present configurations.

Gonclusions
None of the inner planets (Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars)
can be considered as to have primordial obliquities, and all
these planets could have been formed with a near-zero obliquity.
The obliquities of all these planets could have undergone large-
scale chaotic behaviour during their history. Mercury and Venus
have been stabilized by dissipative eftects, the Earth may have
been stabilized by the capture of the Moon, and Mars is still in
a large chaotic zone, ranging from 0o to 60'.

It should also be noted that planets in a retrograde state would
be much more stable than planets with a prograde spin rate, as
all the main forcing frequencies of the inclination are negatives
(Fie. 2).

The obliquities of the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune) are essentially stable, and can thus be considered
as primordial, that is, with about the same value they had at
the end of the formation of the Solar System. Nevertheless,
chaotic behaviour of the obliquities under planetary perturba-
tions could have occurred in an earlier stage of the formation
of the Solar System, when it could have been more massive,
and this point should be clarified by further studies.

The chaotic orbital motion of the inner planets8'rS results in
large-scale chaotic behaviour of their obliquity for most initial
conditions. The stability of the Earth's climate thus depends on
the presence of the Moon which stabilizes its obliquitys, and
hence the insolation variations on its surface. This should be
taken into consideration when estimating the probability of
finding a planet with climate stability comparable to the Earth's
around a nearby star. n
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